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Programming languages such as ML provide function calls with pattern match- 
ing. For each function, there is a given set of patterns for arguments with the 
corresponding definition of the function. Cases corresponding to different pat- 
terns of a given function may not be exclusive, and often a priority rule (typically 
the order of the program text) is followed to disambiguate overlapping cases. In 
this paper, term rewriting systems are taken as models for function calls with 
pattern matching. It is shown that, in the useful set of constructors based linear 
systems, all priority rules are essentiMly equivalent. Moreover the translation 
from one rule to another one may be mechanically done. These results hold both 
for lazy and eager evaluations. 
1 Int roduct ion 
Pattern matching is quite useful in symbolic programming (see for instance [Turner (1985)] 
or [Weis et al. (1988)]), in definition by cases of functions (pretty printers for example, 
see [Borras et al. (1987)]) or in Term Rewriting Systems (Priority Rewrite Systems, see 
[Baeten et al. (1987)]). A priority rule is frequently given to make a choice between differ- 
ent patterns, especially for the non exclusive ones. In programming languages, the textual 
priority (namely the order in the text) is natural. It has the same meaning as a classical 
nested 'qf' such as: 
if < first case > then ... 
else if < second case > then. . .  
else if < last case > then ... 
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For pretty printers, the precision priority (i.e. the case corresponding to the least general 
pattern) is more adequate: one wants to take advantage of all that is known about the value 
which is to be printed in order to make it more readable. 
It is not easy to design a general priority rule [Baeten et al. (1987)]. The choice of 
a priority to include in a given system seems to have been made without looking at the 
particular efficiency of this rule. Usually the choice of the priority rule comes from the way 
the problem is stated. We do not want to go into the debate about the advantages and 
disadvantages of each rule. Each of them has been advocated as the best one, without fully 
convincing argumentation. In fact each of the different rules that have been suggested seems 
to have its particular domain of use, where it is well suited. This fact led us to investigate 
the possibility of conciliating them in the same system. 
Very often there exists some restriction on the kind of patterns one is allowed to use. 
The most frequent one is that the patterns must belong to what is known in the T.R.S. 
theory as "Constructors Based Systems". Roughly speaking this means that one evaluates 
one function call in one single step (as opposed to nested function calls acting together to 
yield a result) or that one selects the case to apply using only a fully evaluated part of the 
scanned value. 
Another frequent restriction is to forbid any variable to appear twice in a pattern. Such 
patterns are called linear. This restriction means that, during the pattern matching process, 
patterns behave as "contexts", the variables only being holes to be filled. Of course variables 
retMn their use of binders for parts of the matched value when evaluating the right hand 
sides of the rules. 
Another important feature which is more and more implemented in programming lan- 
guages is laziness (also called call by need or normal order evaluation, see [Plotkin (1975)]). 
This means that a value is effectively computed only when it is needed to produce the re- 
sult, and, for a structured value, that only the needed parts are evaluated. This ensures 
that the language is safe, i.e. if the computation fails there was no way to avoid this fail- 
ure. Moreover this gives to the language the ability of handling infinite data structures as 
long as only finite parts of them are used in calculations. MIRANDA and at least two im- 
plementations of ML include this feature : Lazy CAML at INRIA (see [Mauny (1985)] or 
[Mauny & Suarez (1986)]) and LML the implementation f G5teborg (see [Augustsson (1984)]). 
However there are problems when using pattern matching in a lazy language. One wants 
that the process of finding which pattern the argument matches does not force the evaluation 
of parts of the argument that are not needed. As far as we know this has not yet been done. 
For example in his paper "A Compiler for Lazy ML" [Augustsson (1984)] L. Augustsson 
writes : 
This rather explicit top-down, left-right ordering is perhaps unfortunate, but 
some ordering must be imposed to avoid the necessity of parallel evaluation of 
the subparts of the expression that is to be matched. 
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It is well known that, even in very simple cases, it is not always possible to find a lazy 
pattern matching process. Classical examples of this fact are the "PARALLEL OR" or 
Berry's example (see section 3.2.2 below). Huet and Levy [Huet(1980)] characterized the 
sets of patterns for which such a lazy pattern matching is possible, using the hypothesis 
that patterns are not ambiguous (i.e. no value may match two of them). Moreover this 
characterization yields an effective algorithm to realize the pattern matching. We extended 
these results [Laville (1987), Laville (1988)] to an ordered list of ambiguous, constructor- 
based, linear patterns with the priority rule induced by this ordering. 
The aim of this paper is to show that in the case of linear, constructor-based patterns 
all the priorities are essentially equivalent. The result holds for a strict evaluation strategy 
as well as for a lazy one. Moreover we shall give a mechanical translation from any priority 
rule into the two well known ones. So the programmer may use the priority rule he judges to 
be the better one. The. system will be able to translate it into the textual priority without 
modifying either the meaning of the program or its behaviour from the point of view of lazy 
evaluation. Basically, it is enough to make a topological sort of decreasing priority. However, 
a technical condition (no failure due to ambiguity) will be necessary. 
Thus the already known results concerning the two classical priority rules may be used 
with any priority rule. For example, since we preserve the "lazy" properties of the match- 
ing, we may in particular use the results of [Laville (1987)] and [Laville (1988)] to get safe 
evaluation strategies, whatever is the chosen priority rule. 
2 Definit ions and Notat ions  
2.1 PATTERNS 
We suppose known the definitions of occurrences, trees, terms, Term Rewriting Systems... 
We will follow the notations of [Huet(1980)] in this paper. We only recall the definition of a 
Constructor-Based system. 
Definit ion 1 Let r be a set of functional symbols, C be a set of constructor symbols uch 
that q) f3 C = 0. Let E = r U C. Let V be a set of variables. A Constructor.based Term 
Rewriting System, defined on the signature E O V, is a set of couples of terms (l;, rl) for 
i e [1,n] such that: 
1. li([]) E r 
2. vu # [], l,(u) e c u v 
where u (resp []) is an occurrence (the top occurrence) of l; i.e. the top symbol of any left 
hand side is a function symbol of ~ and every internal symbol of any left hand side is a 
constructor of C or a variable of V. 
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Def in i t ion 2 A pattern is a left hand side of a linear Constructor-Based system such that 
the set (~ is a singleton: (I) = {bY}. Moreover, ~ is a unary operator. The set C may contain 
tuple-operators and the special symbol "_". The meaning of "_" is that one doesn't care 
about what may appear at the place where it is used. 
Def in i t ion 3 A function is said to be defined by pattern if its declaration has the following 
form: 
fun  Pl ~ expl 
I I=  L P2 -~ exp2 
] Pn "-+ expn 
When applying this function, the patterns p~ will be matched against the value of the 
argument. 
Example :  CAML [Weis et at. (1988)]  allows pattern matching in function definitions. Such 
definitions correspond exactly to linear constructor based systems. Take for instance a data 
type EXP defined by: 
type EXP = C of num i V of str ing IS of EXP * EXP 
and a function: 
let  f = Sun  
C(n) -> 0 
I V(x)  -> i 
i s (c( i )  , V(x))  -> 2 
I s ( _ ,  _ ) ->3 
The set C contains the pairing operator, the constructors C, V and S of the data type EXP 
appearing in the patterns and the symbol "_'. There appears no functional symbol in such 
a declaration but it is implicitly present. In fact, this functional symbol is the name of the 
function. The patterns are: 
f (C (n) )  , f (V (x ) )  , f ( s (C(1)  , V (x )  ) ) ,  Z (s (  _ , _ ) )  
2.2 PARTIAL TERMS AND OCCURRENCES 
As patterns are linear, this implies that we don't care about the subterms corresponding to
variables. Moreover, in a lazy language, at a given time a term is only partially evaluated. 
It will thus be convenient to define a notion corresponding to terms of which only a part is 
known.  
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Def in i t ion  4 Let f~ be a constant intending to represent the "undefined" or the "unknown" 
value. We shall call partial term every term built over ~ U (f~). We shall only use term to 
denote a partial term in which there is no symbol f~ (but we do not forbid to use "partial 
term" even in this case). 
Notat ion :  For a given partial term M,  we shall denote O(M) the set of all occurrences in 
M, O(M)  the set of occurrences in M where the symbol is not f~ and Oa(M) the set of 
occurrences in M where the symbol is l'/. 
Note that a partial term contains no variable. To avoid introduction of a new notation, 
we shall denote from now on by p~ the partial term obtained from 5r(pi) by replacing all 
variables and "_" by f~'s. 
Now we may explain what are lazy values and fully evaluated values. The latter ones 
will simply be called values. 
Def in i t ion  5 A value is a ground term. 
A lazy value is a value so a term. But it may be incompletely evaluated since we may only 
know a prefix of it. This prefix may be represented by a partial term. 
A value v is said to be an instance of a pattern p if it can be obtained from the pattern by 
replacing all the variables and "_" by any values. As usual, if a is a function which maps 
variables into terms, we call substitution the extension of cr to terms. Thus, if one replaces 
all "_" by new distinct variables, there exists a substitution ~r such that v = a(p), for every 
instance v of p. 
Now a pattern may be seen also as a partial term. We have to precise what becomes the 
notion "instance of a pattern" in this framework. 
Def in i t ion  6 The instanciation ordering (denoted by <) over the set of all partial terms is 
defined as follows : 
* For every partial term M : f /<  M 
* F(M1,. . . ,  M,) <_ F(N1,. . . ,  N,) if and only if M~ _< N~ (1 < i < n) 
If t <: t ~ , we say that t ~ is more defined than t. 
Remark  1 The ordering _< is a prefix ordering with the meaning that a partial term is less 
than another if it is less defined (or less known). A value v is an instance of a pattern p iff 
p _< v (note that, by definition, patterns are linear). 
Notat ion :  We shall use the following notations: 
| M T N means that M and N have a common upper bound for the instanciation 
ordering (and we shall say that M and N are compatible). 
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| M ~ N means that they don't have a common upper bound for the instanciation 
ordering (and we shall say that M and N are incompatible). 
| V and A will respectively denote the 1.u.b. (when it exists) and the g.l.b, of two terms 
(for the instanciation ordering). 
2.3 PATTERN MATCHING AND PRIORITIES 
As seen in the example 2.1 we assume here that patterns are allowed to be ambiguous. Thus 
there may exist some overlapping between the patterns. From the definition of the patterns 
there is no possibility of superposition between a pattern and an inner part of another (or 
the same) one: the top symbol of all the patterns is the functional symbol 9 v. Hence the only 
ambiguity is that some values may be instances of several patterns. In such a case, several 
computations (or rewritings) may start from a given value. One way to deal with this feature 
is to ask the system to be confluent. It is not very easy to prove confluence properties. So 
another way is to ask the computations tobe deterministic. In order to achieve this goal, we 
introduce a priority rule: this rule associates, to each value, one and only one of the patterns 
of which it is an instance. Along this paper, we shall deal with the problem of finding which 
pattern a priority rule associates to a given value. First~ we have to give a precise definition 
of a priority rule. 
Def in i t ion 7 A priority rule, defined on a set of patterns g, is a strictly partial ordering on 
g, denoted by the symbol -~ (Pl ~ p2). If pl -4 p2, p2 is said to have higher priority than 
Pl. This ordering is supposed to be compatible with the instanciation ordering. That is, it 
verifies the following condition: 
pl "~ p2 ==* -~(pl > p2) 
Remark  2 We claim that the condition of definition 7 is necessary. Otherwise there are 
useless patterns: no value can match them. Hence one may fulfill the condition by removing 
these useless patterns. The matching is not modified (even in its lazy aspect since no partial 
value could match the removed patterns). 
Also remark that the choice of the pattern associated to a value v depends only on the 
set of patterns of which v is an instance and not on further considerations on the value v. 
Example :  Textual and precision rules are examples of definition 7. They are precisely 
defined in the following. 
1. The set of patterns is totally ordered so it may be thought as a list. The rule chooses 
the first one in the list of which the value to match is an instance. This rule is the 
textual priority rule. 
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2. The rule chooses the most defined among the patterns of which the value to match is 
an instance (recall that a pattern p is more defined than a pattern ff if and only if 
p is an instance of p'). This rule is the precision priority rule (specificity ordering in 
[B~ten et al. (19~7)]). 
Example:  In the example 2.1, the two last patterns, say Pa and P4, are ambiguous. With 
the precision priority rule, the order in the declaration has no importance. But with the 
textual priority rule, if we invert pa and p4, then Pa becomes useless. 
Notat ion:  Let E be a set of patterns and R some priority rule associated to E. We shall 
denote 5vze(E) (or simply ~-n if there is no possible confusion) the pattern matching process 
that uses the set of patterns E together with the priority rule 7~. We shall say that 9t-n(E) 
associates the pattern e to the value v or that v matches eif ~ chooses eamong the patterns 
of which v is an instance. We shall write in such a case: .~n(E)(v) = e. If the pattern 
matching process fails, we shall write: f'n(E)(v) = 2.. 
We shall denote by ~-~(E) the matching that uses the set of patterns E together with the 
precision priority, and ~-,(II) the matching that uses the ordered list of patterns II together 
with the textual priority. 
Definit ion 8 A partial term t is sufficient o decide the matching ~c~z(E) if and only if 
5vTe(E) associates the same pattern to every value which is an instance of t (and hence to t 
itself). 
Definit ion 9 Let E be a set of patterns and ~ some priority rule associated to E.  A pattern 
matching algorithm is an algorithm performing the evaluation of the function 5rze(E) on the 
set of values. That is, given any value, it returns the pattern that value matches (if there 
exists one) and otherwise fails. 
Notat ion:  Let ..4 be a pattern matching algorithm. A(M) is the prefix of M which is 
scanned by A in order to find the pattern that M matches. 
Remark  3 As partial terms are trees and a pattern is a prefix of any partial term that 
matches it, a pattern matching algorithm works in a top-down way. 
Definit ion 10 A top-down, deterministic pattern matching algorithm A is said to be lazy if 
and only if for any value M no term strictly less than A(M) (for the instanciation ordering) 
is sufficient o decide the matching. 
Remark  4 A lazy pattern matching algorithm A never performs useless work when, given 
a value v, it finds which pattern this value matches. Let U be the set of all occurrences in v 
where the symbol was evaluated uring the pattern matching process described by .A. A(v) 
is the partial term which coincides with v along U and is completed with f~'s according to 
the arities of the symbols used. We ask A(v) to be less than or equal to (for the ordering 
of partial terms) every prefix of the full value v which is sufficient o decide the right hand 
side. 
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Remark  5 With this definition of laziness, we only ask successful pattern matching to be 
lazily performed. One could ask failures to be lazily detected too. This would complicate 
all the forthcoming reasonings. Moreover in many cases the failure of the pattern matching 
process denotes a failure of the computation. Hence in the following we only ask success to 
be lazy. 
The comparison of different priority Rules needs some known results [Laville (1987), 
Laville (1988)] on the textual priority rule and the lazy evaluation. These results are ex- 
plained in the section 3. 
3 Main  Resul ts  for the Textual  pr ior i ty  rule 
In this section we deal with the process of finding, with the textual priority rule, which 
pattern is matched by a given value. The list of patterns, H, is the ordered sequence: 
[ P l , - . .  ,p,~ ]. The pattern-matching process is simply denoted by 9 v. .T" is also the name of 
the functional symbol: the aim is to evaluate 9v (v). 
Remark  6 Let M be a partial term given as an argument o ~'. Suppose that M is suf- 
ficiently defined to decide which of the right hand side expressions defining .T', say expio, 
has to be evaluated after instanciation to return the value result of the application. Then, 
pio <_ M. This is a necessary condition. But it is sufficient if and only if for each pair (p;, 
pj) of patterns one has pi ~ pj. The if part is obvious. For the only if part, assume pi T pJ 
with i < j and let M be a common upper bound of Pl and p~. then, although pj < M, expj 
is not the expression to evaluate. 
3.1 MATCHING PREDICATES 
We shall now define some predicates over the set of partial terms, that is, functions with 
values in the set {tt, if} of the truth values, with the ordering ff < ft. 
Def in i t ion 11 For each i 6 {1,. . . ,  n}, the predicate match~ is defined by matchi(M) = tt 
if and only if the following two conditions hold: 
1. pi<_M 
2. V j< i  p j~M 
The predicate ma~chn is defined by: 
matchn(M) = tt if and only if ma~bhi(M) = tt for some i 6 {1, . . . ,n}.  
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Remark  7 Intuitively, rnatchn(M) = tt if the partial term M, seen as a prefix of a given 
value v, is sufficiently defined to decide which right hand side has to be evaluated to get the 
value of f ' (v).  As we shall prove later, these predicates are increasing on partial terms. Note 
that condition 2. cannot be replaced by the following condition 3. Vj < i, pj ~ M.  The 
predicate defined with condition 3. instead of condition 2. is no longer increasing on partial 
terms. For example, let II = [A;Ft]. Defined with condition 3., match2(~) = ft. Defined 
with condition 2., match2(~) = ff .  But match2(A) = f f  in the two cases. 
The following lemma groups some useful characterizations and properties related with 
the instanciation ordering. 
Lemma 1 
a) M ~ Y if and only if there exists an occurrence u in -O(M) N -O(N) such that M(u) 
b) M < N if and only if for each u E O(M) either M(u) = ~ or M(u) = N(u). 
c) M T N if and only if the two following hold : 
| Vu E O(M) either M(u) = N(u) or By < u such that N(v) = a 
9 Vu 6 0 (N) either N(u) = M(u) or 3v < u such that M(v) = 
d) The ordering < over the partial terms is well founded (i.e. there exists no infinite strictly 
decreasing sequence). 
e) I f  match,(M) = tt then for all j # i matchj(M) -- ft. 
f) The predicates matchl and the predicate matchn are increasing. 
Proof:  a), b), c) and d) are straightforward. To get e) one simply remarks that i f j  < i then 
M ~ pj, and if j > i then M T pi so in both cases matchj(M) is false. 
The proof of f) is as follows. Assume that matchi(M) = tt and let N >_ M. By  definition 
of matchi one has M :> p~ and hence N > pi. From the same definition we know that M ~ pj 
for each j < i. Thus from part a) Vj < i 3u i E O (M) such that 
M(uj) ~ a ,  pi(uj) r ~ and pj(uj) • M(uj) 
Since, from part b) N(uj) = M(uj), the result follows obviously for each predicate matchi. 
It is now straightforward, from the definition, to reduce the case of rnatchn to the pre- 
ceding one. [] 
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3.2 SEQUENTIALITY 
3.2.1 DEFINITION 
Now we recall a formal property of increasing predicates, called sequentiality and due 
to O. Kahn and G. Plotkin (see [Kahn & Plotkin (1978)]), and also to G. Berry and P.L. 
Curien (see [Curien(1986)]) which is strongly connected with the problem we address as will 
be shown later. 
Def in i t ion  12 Definition is given in three steps as follows : 
1. For a given partial term M and an increasing predicate 5o, we shall say that an occur- 
rence u in M is an index of 50 in M i,f the three following conditions hold : 
a) M(u) -= 12 
b) 7~(M) = ff 
c) VN >_ M if 7~(N) = tt then N(u) 7 t f~ 
2. For a given partial term M and an increasing predicate 7 ~, we shall say that 50 is 
sequential at M if and only if the two conditions "P(M) = ff and there exists N > M 
such that 7:'(N) = tt imply together that 50 has an index in M. 
3. Finally we shall say that an increasing predicate "P is sequential if it is sequential at 
every partial term. 
3.2.2 EXAMPLES 




II = [9r(a,a); 7(a,b);  5W(b,a); 9V(b,b)]. If matchu( M) = ff and there exists N >_ M such 
that rnatchn(N) --- tt, then M must belong to the set {~, 5z(12,f~), ~-(fl,a), 9~(12,b), 
~-(a,fl), ~t-(b,f~)}. It is easy to check that all the occurrences where gt appears are 
indexes for rnatchn, and thus that this predicate is sequential. 
II --- [.T'(a,a); ~-(a,b)]. If matchn(M) = ff and there exists N > M such that 
matchn(N) = tt,  then M must belong to the set {f/, ~-(f~,f/), 5W(b,f~), ~'(~,b)}. 
The fourth element of this set may look rather surprising since it is one of the patterns 
but it is an example of the fact that rnatch~(pl) may be false. 
The predicate matchu has trivially an index at fl. Suppose that matchn(N) = tt. 
Then N = ~'(N1, N2) with N1 ~ f~. Hence matchn has an index at ~(f~,~/) and 
~(a ,b ) .  If g >_ .T'(b, f~) then match,(N) -- ff and match,(N)  =- tt must hold. Hence 
g([2])  = b and [2] is an index of matchn at ~(b,  f~). Therefore matchn is sequential. 
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. II = [~'(a,b); 9r(gt,gt)]. If matchn(M) -- ff and there exists N > M such that 
matchn(g) = tt, then M must belong to the set {fl, ~(~t,gt), 5r(a,fl), $-(~,b)}. One 
easily checks that matchn has an index at [l, ~'(aft)  and Y(gt,b). But it has no index 
at $'(~tfl) since both ~-(b,12) and 9v(~,a) verify match2 and hence verify rnatchn too. 
So matchn is not sequential. 
. We give now a version of what is known as Berry's example : II = [~'(true,false,Ft); 
9~(false,~,true); f(~,true,false)]. One sees that there is no index for matchn at 
5t-(~,~t,~t) : since the patterns are incompatible, they all verify matchn and one can 
find an l~/at every occurrence. 
3.2.3 SEQUENTIALITY AND LAZINESS 
The following theorem relates the existence of lazy pattern-matching algorithms and the 
sequentiality of the predicate matchn. 
Theorem 1 Given an ordered list of patterns II, there exists an associated lazy pattern 
matching algorithm if and only if the predicate rnatchn is sequential. 
Proof : We shall only give a sketch of the proof. 
Assume that the predicate matchn is sequential. Then it suffices at each step of the 
pattern matching process, to look in v at an occurrence that is an index for matchlz in the 
prefix of v that was already explored. 
Conversely, assume matchn not to be sequential and let M be a partial term with no 
index. Let run the pattern matching algorithm from ~, getting the symbol at u in M as 
long as it looks at an occurrence u E O(M). Let u0 the first occurrence in On(M) which the 
algorithm will look at. Since there is no index in M one can find a partial term N such that 
N(u0) = 12 and matchr~(N) = tt. For this N the algorithm makes useless work, or in other 
words it may fail to recognize a matching by failing during the evaluation of a not needed 
part of the argument. [] 
3.3 EQUIVALENT MATCI I ING PREDICATE 
3.3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The sequentiality of the predicate matchn is not so easy to test. So we shall give an 
equivalent definition of this predicate the sequentiality off which can be studied in a more 
tractable way. 
If rnatchi(M) = tt, then M has to be incompatible with all the patterns pj such that 
j < i. Thus we replace, in the initial list, every pattern p~ by a list of patterns P~,i" Every 
p~,j is greater than pi and incompatible with all the preceding patterns. This new list may 
be constituted of pairwise incompatible patterns and then the matching against it may be 
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studied by already known methods. The list may also contain two (or more) compatible 
patterns. Then we show that there is no sequential pattern matching algorithm for the 
initial definition (i.e. m atchn is not sequential). 
Of course we have to show that we did not change the function call when modifying the 
set of patterns. Moreover, we have to take care that the new matching predicates have the 
same sequentiality properties as the old ones. The trouble is the following : Assume we deal 
with the function AND over the booleans which may be defined by pattern matching with 
two cases, namely :
fun (true, true) --* true 
I (x,y) -* false 
One can see that there is no sequential pattern matching in this case using the same argument 
as in the third example of 3.2.2. We could define the same function, say DefinedAnd, over 
the set of boolean values with incompatible patterns, for example by: 
fun (true, true) --+ true 
I (false, x) ~ false 
I (true, fa lse) - -}  false 
But although this is the same function over the booleans, we can easily see that it is not 
equivalent to the first one in a lazy system. Assume we give it as argument a pair the first 
part of which fails to evaluate and the second evaluates to false, then the first function returns 
false and the last one fails. Expanding the pattern (x, y) to the set {(false, x); (true, false)} 
introduced a precedence of the first part of the couple which was not in the first definition 
(one may check that there exists in this case a lazy pattern matching algorithm : look first 
at the first occurrence). 
3.3.2 EXTENDED PATTERNS 
In the following lemma,we use the notation OCCH to denote the set of occurrences which 
may be useful to choose the pattern at least in one case, i.e. 
oc cH = U -o(pd 
i=1 
Lemma 2 I f  matchn(M) = tt, there exists a prefix M'  of M sdch that : 
I. rnatchg(M') = tt 
2. -~(M') C OCCn 
Proof : If u is an occurrence in M not belonging to OCCrl, there exists a maximal prefix 
of u, say v, in OCCn. In order to get M l we cut M at every such occurrence v and 
complete with ~'s according to the arities of remaining symbols. We easily get the property 
matchri(M I) = tt, since, by lamina l, we express itusing only symbols at occurrences member 
of OCCii and these symbols are the same in M and M'. [] 
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Definit ion 13 We shall call minimally extended pattern (associated with H) any partial 
term t verifying the following two properties : 
1. matchn(t) = tt 
2. ~t' < t, matehn(t') = ff 
We shall denote the set of all minimal extended patterns by MEPn. 
Propos i t ion  1 The set MEPn is a finite set. Furthermore it is possible to effectively build 
this set from the initial list of patterns. 
Proof : From the second part of the definition, for each minimally extended pattern t, one 
has -O(t) C OCCrI. Since we deal with (partial) terms over a finite signature, the results 
follow (all the calculations involved are finite). [] 
3.3,3 EXAMPLES 
. In the case of the AND function used above (see section 3.3.1), the set MEPn contains 
the couple (true,true) coming from the first pattern, and the two couples (false,F/) and 
(~,false) coming from the second pattern. These two elements of MEPrI are compat- 
ible. In this case no sequential pattern matching is possible. To obtain the function 
DefinedAnd, we replaced the second pattern by the set {(false,fl); (true,false)}. In 
this set the second element is not a minimally extended pattern : it asks for too much 
information about the value. This replacement does not keep sequentiality properties. 
2. If one wants to use the classical PARALLEL OR and tries to define it as: 
. 
. 
fun (true, x) --+ true 
I (x,y) false 
the set MEPn will be {(true,•);(false,true);(false,false)}. This set contains only pair- 
wise incompatible patterns, which correspond one to one to the initial ones. We shall 
discuss the meaning of that fact after giving the procedure to study the existence of a 
lazy pattern matching algorithm. 
In the case of Berry's example (see 3.2.2), since the three patterns are pairwise incom- 
patible, the set MEPrI simply contains them. 
We give now some abstract examples, using a signature E consisting of 5 r, ~/and three 
symbols (denoted a, b and c) each of arity zero. We shall not discuss here the question 
of sequentiality. We shall do it after giving the procedure to decide it. 
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9 With initial patterns pl = ~'(a,fl,F/), p2 = U(Ft,b,~) and pa = U(~,fl,c), pl 
remains unmodified ; p2 has to be replaced by {.T'(b,b,~/), 5C(c,b,F/)} meaning that 
it can be recognized only after excluding a symbol "a" in first place ; similarly 
Pa is replaced by the set {gV(b,c,c), 5r(c,c,c), ~'(b,a,c), 9r(c,a,c)} since one has to 
exclude at the same time "a" in first place and "b" in second place. 
9 With the list of patterns [~'(a,~2,fl); .T'(b,fl,fi); U(~/,fl,c)], the first two are not 
modified, and the third is replaced by {~'(e,~2,c)}. 
| With the list of patterns [~'(a,~,~); ~'(a,b,~/); ~'(~,~2,c)], the first one remains, 
the second is discarded (replaced by the empty set: it is a useless pattern) and 
the third is replaced by {F(c,fl,c), 9V(b,~/,c)}. 
| With the list of patterns [gV(a,b,~); 9r02,a,~); ~'(~,~,c); bv(~,~,~)] the first two 
remain, the third is replaced by the set {gv(fl,c,c), ~'(b,b,c), 9V(c,b,c)}, and the 
last one by the set {f(gt,c,a), U(fl,c,b), ~-(b,b,a), 9V(b,b,b), 9V(c,b,a), U(c,b,b)}. 
| We slightly change the list of patterns (only modifying the first symbol in the 
second pattern) getting the list [~'(a,b,~2); br(a,a,9/); Y(~'/,~/,c); 9r(~,~,~/)]. Now 
the first two remain, the third is replaced by {.T-(~,c,c), F(b,g/,c), ~-(c,a,c)} 
and the last one by the set {U(a,c,a), ~-(~,c,b), ~'(b,~,a), ~'(b,~,b), ~-(c,a,a), 
3.3.4 NEW DEFINITION OF MATCHING PREDICATE 
Definit ion 14 We call rnatch~ the predicate defined over the set of partial terms by rnatch'n(l~ 
= tt if and only if there exists an element t of MEPH such that t < M. 
Propos i t ion  2 The two predicates match~ and matchn are the same predicate over the set 
of all partial terms. 
Proof : Assume match'rt(M ) = tt, and let t E MEPn be such that t < M. From the definition 
of MEPn,  one has matchn(t) = tt. Since this predicate is increasing we get matchri(M) = 
ft. 
Conversely, the result is straightforward since the ordering on partial terms is well founded 
(lemma 1d). We may remark that nothing here ensures that for each partial term M verifying 
matchn(M) = tt, there exists a unique t E MEPn such that t < M. In many cases this 
result will not hold. [] 
Coro l lary  1 The predicate matchn is sequential if and only if match~ is. 
3.4 DECIDING SEQUENTIALITY 
3.4.1 INCOMPATIBLE MINIMALLY EXTENDED PATTERNS 
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When all the minimally extended patterns are pairwise incompatible, the sequential- 
ity of match~ is easily decided using already known methods. One only has to check it 
this predicate is sequential t every partial term which is a prefix of an element of MEPn. 
Moreover, one can exhibit a lazy pattern matching algorithm when the checking succeeds. 
These two goals are achieved by trying to build a "matching tree" (see for details Huet 
and LCvy [Huet~ L~vy (1979)] where this method is introduced). A matching tree is a tree 
of which each node contains a partial term M with an index u of match~ in M, and the 
branches i sued from a node are labelled with the symbols that may be placed at u in M in 
order to get a match. Leaves correspond to elements of MEPn which mean a success in the 
matching process. The root of the tree contains the partial term f~ with the trivial index of 
match~ at this partial term. 
Given the matching tree, the lazy pattern matching algorithm is as follows: start at the 
root of the tree and when reaching a node look in the value at the occurrence contained in 
the node ; follow the branch of which the label is the symbol found in the value if there is one 
(if there is no such branch the matching process fails) ; when reaching a leave one ensures 
that the value is greater than one of the elements of MEPn, say p, the one corresponding to
the leave. Hence the value matches the unique initial pattern pl such that matchi(p) = ft. 
3.4.2 COMPATIBLE IVIINIMALLY ~XTENDED PATTERNS 
We deal now with the case where there exists two (or more) compatible extended minimal 
patterns. 
Lemma 3 Let s and t be two compatible minimally extended patterns. By definition both ver- 
ify the predicate matchn. Hence there exists i and j such that matchi(s) --- tt and matchj(t) 
=ft .  Then i = j. 
Proof : Let M be a partial term such that s < M and t < M (M exists since s and 
t are compatible). As all the predicates matchk are increasing, one has match,(M) = tt 
and matchj(M) = tt. Since, for a given partial term, only one of the matchk may be true 
(lemma 1 e) we get i = j. [] 
Examples : 
It is easy to see from the examples above (section 3.3.3), that one effectively can get 
compatible patterns and that the preceding proposition holds in these cases. 
Proposi t ion 3 If MEPn contains two (or more) compatible patterns then the predicate 
matchn is not sequential. Hence there is no lazy pattern matching algorithm for the ini- 
tial list of patterns. 
Proof : Assume that there exists two compatible minimally extended patterns a and t. As 
they are both minimal they are not comparable for the ordering over partial terms. Hence 
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their greatest lower bound M (which always exists) is strictly less than both s and t. Hence 
one must have matchn(M) = ff (from the definition of minimally extended pattern). 
We shall prove that there exists no index for rnatehn in M. Let u be an occurrence of 
in M and look at s(u) and t(u). There are two cases to consider : 
9 If s and t have the same symbol at occurrence u, this symbol must be 12. Otherwise 
replacing the 12 at u in M by the same symbol as in s and t (extended with f~'s 
according with its arity) would give us a partial term less than s and t and strictly 
greater than M. This would contradict the assumption that M is the greatest lower 
bound of s and t. 
| If s and t have distinct symbols at occurrence u, one of them has to be ~. This is a 
consequence of the characterization f compatible partial terms given in lemma 1. 
In all cases we get a partial term greater than M, for which the predicate matchri returns 
tt~ and having a symbol f~ at occurrence u. Hence this occurrence is not an index of matchn 
in M. As this is true for every occurrence of g'/in M matchn is not sequential t M. [] 
Theorem 2 The existence of a lazy pattern matching algorithm for a given list of patterns 
is decidable. Moreover we are able to effectively build such an algorithm if there exists one. 
Proof : Using the preceding results, the procedure is as follows : Build MEPn and check 
for compatible patterns in this set. If one can find such patterns, there is no lazy pattern 
matching algorithm. If such patterns do not exist one only has to try to build a matching 
tree. If this building succeeds it gives a lazy pattern matching algorithm, if it fails the 
predicate matchn is not sequential (the only failure may come from the lack of an index in 
one of the partial terms that are placed in the tree) and hence there exists no lazy pattern 
matching algorithm. [] 
3.4.3 EXAMPLES 
We shall look now at the examples of section 3.3.3 from the point of view of lazy pattern 
matching. 
| The set MEPn associated with the AND function contains two compatible patterns 
(both coming from the second rule, see section 3.3.3), hence there is no lazy pattern 
matching algorithm. In fact this is the obviously correct result, since the meaning of 
the function is : If either of the two arguments i "false" then the result is false. In 
an abstract sense this is exactly the PARALLEL OR (exchanging false and true) for 
which we expect no sequentiality o hold. 
| We tried to define a PARALLEL OR by 
fun (true, x) -~ true 
] (x,true) ~ true 
I (x,y) --* false 
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and got {~'(true,~); ~'(false,true); ~'(false,false)) asMEPn. In order to determine if a 
lazy pattern matching algorithm exists one has to build a matching tree. Starting from 
.~'(fl, ~), one has to look at its first argument. We can find here two symbols : getting 
true we match "the first rule, getting false we have to look to the second argument; 
getting here true we match the second rule, getting false we match the third one. This 
means that there is here a sequential pattern matching algorithm. This is because the 
function we defined is not a parallel OR. In fact, due to the textual priority rule of ML 
when choosing which pattern the value matches, the function is OR(x,y) = if x then 
true else y. 
In Berry's example, although the initial patterns were pairwise incompatible (and hence 
the set MEPn too), one cannot find a lazy pattern matching algorithm since there is 
no index for matchn in 5r(fl,~,~). In fact, whatever the first place to look at would 
be, one can build a term M such that M matches one of the patterns and the value in 
M at that place is irrelevant. 
| In the first abstract example, we have II = [~'(a,fl,fl); .~(~2,b,~); ~'(~2,~,c)] and MEPn 
= {~'(a,fl,f~), ~'(b,b,f~), ~(c,b,f~), 9V(b,c,c), ~'(c,c,c), ~(b,a,c), ~'(c,a,c)}. All the 
patterns are pairwise incompatible. The matching tree is easily built: look at the first 
occurrence, if you find "a" then rule 1, else look at occurrence 2, if you find "b" then 
rule 2, else look at occurrence 3, if you find "c" then rule 3 else match fails. 
| With H = [bv(a,fZ,12); br(b,f~,f~); ~'(~2,n,c)] and MEPrI = {~'(a,f~,f~), ~'(b,ft,f~), 
.T'(c,f~,c)) the patterns are pairwise incompatible and the building of the matching 
tree is straightforward. 
| With H = [~'(a,fl,fl); ~'(a,b,fl); ~(fl,n,c)] and MEPrl = {9v(a,~2,g/), ~'(b,g/,c), 
~'(c,~,c)} the patterns are pairwise incompatible and the building of the matching 
tree is straightforward. 
| With II = [hr(a,bft); 5r(~,a,~/); 5r(fl,fl,c); 9v(~,~,~)], the set MEPrl will consist 
of {J--(a,b,f~), ~'(f~,a,f~), ~'(ft,c,c), 5r(b,b,c), 5r(c,b,c), ~(f~,c,a), ~'(a,c,b), ~'(b,b,a), 
~'(b,b,b), ~(c,b,a), ~'(c,b,b)}. One can easily check that the extended patterns are 
pairwise incompatible and it remains to build the matching tree. In ~(~q,f~,fZ) the 
index is the second occurrence. If we find here the symbol "a" then we have to apply 
the second rule. If ~ve find a "b" we have to look at the .first occurrence: if there is a 
"d' apply the first rule, otherwise look at the third occurrence where a "c" leads to 
rule three and "a" or "b" to rule four. If, when looking at the second occurrence, one 
finds a "c" then one has to look at the third occurrence where a "c" leads to the third 
rule and "d' or "b" to the fourth. (see the matching tree, with some modifications in 
order to improve readability, in figure 1). 
Since the building of the matching tree succeeds, we get a lazy pattern matching 
algorithm. However this algorithm is not straightforward and some ingenuity would 
be needed for a compiler to derive it directly from the initial list of patterns. 
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Figure 1: Matching tree 
With II = [F(a,b,~); ~'(a,a,~); 5r(~,fl,c); 9r(a,a,~)] the set MEPn will consist of 
(3=(a,b,fl), 7(~,a,a), ~=(c,a,c), 7(b,~,c), 7(~,c,c), 7(b,a,a), 7(b,~,b), J=(c,~,a), 
~'(c,a,b), ~-(~,c,a), 7(~,c,b)}. In this case there are compatible minimally extended 
patterns (for example .7"(c,g/,c) and 5r'(~,c,c) in the set replacing the third initial pat- 
tern) and we cannot find a lazy pattern matching algorithm. A trouble for example 
comes from the fact that in order to recognize the third rule, one has to find a "c" at 
the third occurrence and to discard the first two rules. But this second condition is 
achieved looking at the first occurrence in some terms and at the second in others and 
the occurrence to look at can not be chosen before looking at its symbol. 
The very important difference between the last two ezamples i  due to a little change in 
the set of initial patterns. It would be rather difficult to detect such differences without 
a mechanical process uch as the one we give here, 
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We end with a more realistic example. It is an ML function which simulates a piece of 
the Categorical Abstract Machine (C.A.M.). 
let rec Exec ~ ~un 
(pair(x,y), (car::CC), D) -> Exec (x, CC, D) 
[ (pair(x,y), (cdr::CC), D) -> Exec (y, CC, D) 
i (T, (Cons::CC),(val(T')::D)) -> Exec (pair(T',T), CC, D) 
i (pair(closure(x,y),z),(app::CC), D) -> Exec (pair(y,z), x, (adr(CC):: 
I (T, (cur(x)::CC), D) -> Exec (closure(x,T), CC, D) 
I (T, [], _ ) ->  T;; 
One can see the first element of each pattern as the register of the machine, the second 
one as the code (list of instructions) to be executed and the third one as a stack 
(implemented asa list). The above function describes what is to do when getting each 
instruction at first place in the code or when code is empty. Of course in a real case 
there would be much more instructions and hence much more cases in the function 
definition. 
In this case, we see that all the patterns are pairwise incompatible : they are all" distinct 
in the code argument. However, what is interesting here is that the building of the 
matching tree shows that one has to look first at the second argument and if it is not the 
empty list to the first element of the list that one finds. This is sufficient to select he 
only rule which may be applied (it remains to verify the other conditions to apply it). 
All the already implemented pattern matching compilations fail to recognize this fact 
and give a code that does useless work (for the algorithms used see [Augustsson (198~)], 
[Cardelli(1984)] and [Suarez (1989)]). 
4 Equivalence results between pr ior i ty Rules 
4.1 FAILURE DUE TO AMBIGUITY 
K a value v is an instance of two patterns, none of which is more defined than the other, 
then the pattern-matching process is unable to choose between these two possibilities. Then 
the pattern-matching process is said to fail due to ambiguity. With the textual priority rule, 
there is no possibility of failure due to ambiguity but the precision priority rule may generate 
failure in the pattern matching process. 
Example:  Suppose that the set of constructors i  { true, false ). Let E = { (true, x, y ) ,  (x, 
false,y), (true, false,true) }. Then 9rp(E) (true, false,false) fails due to ambiguity: this value 
is an instance of the two first patterns and the process cannot decide what is the pattern 
which is matched. 
Notat ion:  E < = {e e E[e < M}. E~M = {e e E[e T M}. 
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Def in i t ion  15 ~n(E)  never fails due to ambiguity if and only if for each ground term M, 
E~ has a greatest element for ~he -q ordering. 
This definition involves the set of ground terms. So it seems not very easy to deal with. 
One may wonder if this condition may be replaced by someone related to the set of patterns. 
We may try: 
"Each subset of patterns having a common instance has a -~ least upper bound which 
belongs to E". It is a sufficient condition to avoid failures due to ambiguity and it is often 
fulfilled by the set of patterns. However it is not a necessary condition as shown in the 
following example. 
Example :  Assume the set of constructors i restricted to {true, false} and consider the set 
E of patterns: {(true,x,y), (x,false,y), (true,false,true), (true,false,false)}, together with the 
precision priority. The ~ 1.u.b. (true,false,x) of (true,x,y) and (x,false,y) does not belong 
to E, but there is no possibility of failure due to ambiguity. Moreover, adding the pattern 
(true, false, x) to the set E simply adds a useless pattern, since no value may be an instance 
of it without being an instance of pattern with higher priority. 
We may refine the condition to: "each subset of patterns having a common instance has 
an "~ upper bound in the set E ' .  This is a necessary condition but it is not sufficient. See 
example 4.1: each subset of E has an "< upper bound, but the pattern matching process fails 
due to ambiguity when applied to the value (true,false,false). 
4.2 MATCHING PREDICATES 
Def in i t ion 16 Let E be a set of patterns (denoted by el for i = 1,. . .  ,n) and a priority rule 
7E. For each i E {1, . . . ,  n}, the predicate match,, is defined by match~,(M) = tt if and only 
if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
1. e i<M 
2. Ye E E ei is the -~-greatest element of ETM, that is, ((e T M) =~ (e__.e;)) 
The predicate match(M)  is defined as follows: match(M) = tt if and only if match,, (M) = tt 
for some i E {1, . . . ,n}.  
Note that, due to the priority ordering on patterns, there exists at most one pattern 
e such that match,(M)  = tt. Moreover, if a pattern has highest priority than e, then it 
is incompatible with M. Some properties of this pattern e are described in the following 
proposition. 
P ropos i t ion  4 Let M be a partiel term. Then the three following are equivalent. 
1. match , (M)  --- tt. 
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2. M is sufficient o decide the matching JZn(E) and Y:n(E)(M) = e 
3. M verifies the following three conditions: 
(a) There exists at least a pattern of which M is an instance. 
(b) The set E < has a -'< greatest element, which is e. 
(c) The set EtM has a ~ greatest element, which is e. 
Proof : 1 =~ 2 Suppose that matche~(M) = tt. Let v _> M. Then v > el. Moreover, if e T v, 
then e T M so e -~ ei. Therefore, match~,(v) = ft. So ~'n(E) associates el to v. 
2 =~ 3. Let e be the pattern that Tn(E)  associates to any value instance of M. Then e and 
M are compatible. Assume that M is not an instance of e. Then there exists an occurrence 
u such that M(u) is a variable and e(u) is a constructor A. Now one may build a value by 
instanciation of M with another symbol than A at occurrence u. This value cannot be an 
instance of e: 9vze(E) does not associate to this value, which contradicts our assumptions. 
Hence M has to be an instance of e. 
Since e is associated by Fre(E) to any value v more defined than M, it is _ greater than 
any pattern of which v is an instance. Hence it is greater than any pattern of which M is 
an instance (recall that v is an instance of M). This gives us the second property. 
Now let e' be a pattern compatible with M. There exists a value v instance of both M 
and e'. By hypothesis ~n(E)  associates e to v. This implies that e is ___ greater than any 
pattern of which M-is an instance. Thus we have e'-ee, giving us the third part of the result. 
[] 
We define the notion of minimally extended pattern in the general case: 
Def in i t ion  17 A minimally extended pattern is any term p satisfying the following two 
conditions: 
1. match(p) = tt 
2. If a term pt satisfies pl < p then match(p') = ff 
The characterization f a pattern matching, in a lazy system, is obtained by the minimal 
parts of given values that are needed to recognize which pattern will be matched. These 
minimal parts are exactly what we called minimally extended patterns. Hence we give the 
following definition: 
Def in i t ion  18 Two pattern matching processes are said to be equivalent in a lazy system 
if and only if they have the same set of minimally extended patterns. 
Def in i t ion  19 A minimally extended pattern e is associated to the initial pattern p if p is 
the greatest element of E <. 
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Lemma 4 I f  a partial term t is an instance of two distinct minimally extended patterns then 
these extended patterns are associated to the same initial pattern. As a consequence, if two 
minimally extended ~atterns are associated to distinct initial patterns, they are incompatible. 
Proof : It is an obvious consequence of our definitions: the two minimally extended patterns 
are sufficient o decide the matching, hence they are both associated with the initial pattern 
that t matches. [] 
4.3 EQUIVALENCE RESULTS 
We show in this section that it is possible to simulate any pattern matching 5rTz(E) by a 
textual pattern-matching using a list ordering of the set of patterns E provided that there is 
no failure due to ambiguity in 3vTe(E). 
Def in i t ion 20 Let E be a set of patterns with the priority rule 7r We totally order E into 
a list II = [e l , . . . ,  en] with the following recursive definitions: 
{e i  is some _ maximal element of El-1 
E0 = E and Vi E {1, . . . ,n} Ei = El-1 \ {e,} 
As usual we denote by ~',(YI) the pattern matching that uses the patterns of E with the 
priority defined by their ordering in II. 
Theorem 3 Let M be a partial term. I f  ~ze(E)(M) = ei then 9rt(II)(M) = el. 
I f  ~re(Z) never fails due to ambiguity, if ffrt(II)(M) = ei then .T~(E)(M) = el. 
Proof:  Suppose that .Tn(E) (M)  = e~. Then M > ei and the matching ~'t(H) cannot fail 
on M. Let ~'t(H)(M) = ei. ej E Z~t and ej ~ ei. (recall that ei is _ maximal). Now, if 
k < j ,  ek :~ M. So Ei_l  contains all the patterns less defined than M, particularly ei and 
ej. As ej is _ maximal in Ej_I, e~ is not strictly greater (in the -~ ordering) than ej. Thus 
these two patterns are in fact equal. Both 9v~(II) and .Tn(E) associate the same pattern to 
M. 
Conversely assume that .Tt(II)(M) = e~. From the first part of this proof we know that 
if .Tze(E)(M) = e i, then ej = el. Thus the second result can'be false only if 9V~(E) fails 
on M. Since there exists at least one pattern less defined than M (say ei) this would be a 
failure due to ambiguity, which we precluded. Hence the two pattern matching processes are 
equivalent. [] 
The preceding result is an equivalence of the two matching processes in some restricted 
sense, tt does not deal with evaluation strategies. If one only is interested in strict evalu- 
ation (or "call-by-value") the theorem gives all what is wished. If one is interested in lazy 
evaluation (or "call-by-need") the result is no more suff• precise. For this case we 
prove the following result: 
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Theorem 4 With the same definitions orE, ~ and H as in theorem 3 assume that there is 
no failure due to ambiguity for the matching J:re(E). Then 
9 either there ezists a pattern matching algorithm which is lazy for both JrT~(E) and 5t't(II) 
o or none of these pattern matching processes may be done with a lazy pattern matching 
algorithm. 
Proof : Let A be a lazy algorithm performing the matching U~(E)  and let M be a value 
on which the matching succeeds and returns the pattern e. Let A(M) be the prefix of M 
scanned by ,4. Since it is lazy this prefix is a minimal one. Hence if w is a prefix of M strictly 
less defined than A(M)  it must be not sufficient o decide the matching. This implies (see 
proposition 4) that either w is not an instance of e, or it is compatible (but cannot be an 
instance of ) with some pattern e' with higher priority than e. 
From theorem 3, we have: ~'t(II)(M) = e. So we must show that A(M)  is still a minimal 
prefix for the textual matching. Let w < A(M).  If w is not an instance of any pattern then 
it is not sufficient o decide the matching. Otherwise let ej be the first pattern in the list 
II which is less defined than w. Note that ej cannot have higher priority than e. One more 
time there are two cases. 
Either ej is after e in the list II. e has higher priority than ej. e and w are compatible. 
So w is not sufficient o decide between e and ej: any instance of w may match e or ej. 
Or ej is before e in the list II. So e i and e cannot be comparable for the "~ ordering. But 
e and ej are compatible. Let M be a value instance of both e and ej. e, ej E E <. Let e~ 
be the -'< greatest element of E~t. As ek has higher priority, it is placed in the list II before 
both e and ej. Moreover ek is compatible with w (M is a common instance). This implies 
that w is not sufficient o decide whether M matches ek or sot (in the matching ~( I I ) ) .  
Conversely we want to show that if there exists an algorithm Jt lazily performing the 
matching ~-~(II), this algorithm lazily performs the matching 5%~(E) too. Let M be a value 
on which the matching ~'t(II) succeeds, returning the pattern e. We have to show that any 
strict prefix of A(M) is not sufficient o decide the matching Y:n(E). 
Let w be a term strictly less defined than ,4(M). If it is not more defined than at least 
one pattern it is not sufficient o decide the matching ~'7~(E). Otherwise let e~ be the first 
pattern in II less defined than w. Since w is not sufficient o decide the matching f'~(II), 
there exists a pattern ej, distinct of el and compatible with w which is placed in H before 
ei (remark that w cannot be an instance of ej). This implies that e~ does not have higher 
priority than r 
If we assume e~ej ,  then from the prefix w we cannot infer that M matches (in .T'7~(E)) 
the pattern ej since ej is not less defined than w. Neither can we infer that M does not 
match ej. This exclusion could only be gained if either w was incompatible with ej (which is 
false), or w was an instance of a pattern with higher 7~ priority than ej. But such a pattern 
should have been placed in H before ej (and hence before e/) so that it could not have w as 
an instance. 
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If we assume that e~ and ej are not _--< comparable, since these two patterns are compatible, 
they must have an __ common upperbound ek in E in order to avoid failure due to ambiguity. 
Since ek has higher priority than el it appears in II before e~ and hence w is not an instance 
of ek. So that  we cannot infer from w that M matches ek. For the same reason as in the 
preceding case, we cannot exclude from w that M matches ek. 
In all cases w is not sufficient to decide the matching ~'x(E) ,  this means that v is a 
minimal prefix of M in order to perform the matching process. The algorithm ~t is lazy for 
this matching too. I 
The condit ion used in the preceding two theorems:" the matching 5~T~(E) may not fail 
due to ambiguity"  is not a real restriction: The goal of using a priority rule is in fact to 
avoid such failures. Hence in all reasonable cases, we get from the preceding two theorems 
a way of s imulating any priority rule by the textual priority rule. 
4.4 USING THE PRECISION PRIORITY 
The results of the preceding section give a way to simulate any priority rule using textual 
priority. We shall explain now how to translate the textual priority to the precision priority, 
while avoiding failure due to ambiguity. 
Remark  8 Since the priority rule is here the precision one, the ordering --< is the instan- 
ciation ordering. It is already denoted by <, hence we drop from now on the notation 
-<, 
Def in i t ion  21 A set of terms is said to be closed under least upper bound, with respect o 
some ordering, if the least upper bound of any subset of E belongs to E as soon as such a 
l.u.b, exists. 
P ropos i t ion  5 Given a finite set E of terms there exists a minimal set of terms containing 
E and closed under least upper bound operation, with respect o the instanciation ordering. 
This minimal set is finite. It will be called the closure ore  under least upper bound operation. 
Proof : Since E is finite and each term in E is finite too, the set of all the occurrences 
appearing in at least one element of E and the set of symbols used in at least one element 
of E are both finite. Thus in any 1.u.b. of elements of E one only may find a finite set of 
symbols (those used in the elements of E).  Let e be an upper bound of two elements of E 
el and e2. Assume one can find an occurrence u where in e there is a symbol other than a 
variable and such that (for i = 1 , . . . ,  n): 
| either u does not appear in el 
e or there is a variable at occurrence u in ei. 
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Then if we define e' as e where the subtree at u is replaced by a variable, e' is still an 
upper bound of el and e2. Thus the least upper bound operation may only create a finite 
set of terms. Taking all the occurrences and symbols used in E, and building all the possible 
terms from these sets, we get a set of terms containing E and closed under 1.u.b. 
On the other hand it is easy to see that the intersection of any family of sets closed under 
1.u.b. still is a set closed under 1.u.b. This gives the closure of E by intersection of all the 
sets closed under 1.u.b. and containing E. m 
Definit ion 22 Let II be an ordered list of patterns. MEPi is the set of all the minimally 
extended patterns which are instance of Pi. Ei is the closure of MEP~ for the least upper 
bound operation. E is the union of the Ei's. 




The sets Ei's are pairwise disjoint. 
Given a value M, if the matching. 3rt(II) fails on M, then the matching ~p(E) also 
fails on M. If using the matching 3v:(II), M matches the pattern pl, then usin 9 the 
matching ~p(E), M matches one of the elements of Ei. 
If there exists a lazy algorithm performing the matching 5v:(II), the terms sufficient o 
decide the matching are the same for .T't(II) and ~Tp( E). Hence the same algorithm 
lazily performs the matching J:n(E). 
Proof : 
The sets Pds are pairwise disjoint (see lemma 4). 
1) As any element of Pi is incompatible with any element of Pj (if i ~ j),  this implies 
that the Eds also are pairwise disjoint. 
2) Assume that the matching 3r,(II) fails on the value M. This means that none of the 
pi's is less defined than M. If M were an instance of an element e of E, e would belong to 
some Ei. This implies that M would be an instance of pl, contradicting our assumption. As 
M cannot be an instance of any element of E the matching .Tp(E) fails on M. 
Suppose that: 9rt(H)(M) = pl. Then M is an instance of some element of the set Pi 
which is a subset of El. Ei contains the subset E~ of E. Let ei0 be the least upperbound of 
E~, which exists as El is closed under 1.u.b. Now ei0 < M. So e; 0 is the greatest element of 
EM. Thus the matching Up(E) succeeds on M and associates to this term an element of Ei. 
If the matching )v:(H) may be done using a lazy algorithm, then the minimally extended 
patterns are pairwise incompatible. Therefore MEPn = E. 3:v(t?, ) and .T,(II) are identical. 
M 
Remark  9 Although the part 2) of the theorem may be viewed as an equivalence result 
between ~'p(E) and 3r:(II), the part 3) is not symmetrical in the two matchings. In a strict 
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language, the two matchings are equivalent. In a lazy language, they are equivalent only 
if we forbid pattern sets leading to a matching without a lazy associated algorithm. When 
~t(H) is not lazy, the set of sufficient erms to decide :Tt(II) may be different from the set 
of sufficient erms for the pattern-matchlng process defined by the set E built according to 
definition 22 and the precision rule. Moreover the pattern-matching process defined by the 
set MEP and the precision rule may fail due to ambiguity as seen in the following example: 
Example :  Let {true, false} be the set of constructors and II be [(true,true,z) ; (x,y,true)]. 
There is obviously no lazy pattern matching algorithm associated to 5r,(II). The set of 
minimally extended patterns associated to p~ is {(false, x, true), (z, false, true)}. So: 
and 
MEP = {(true, true, x), (false, x, true), (x, false, true)} 
E = {(true, true, x), (false, x, true), (x, false, true)(false, false, true)} 
Now, we try to simulate the textual matching using the precision priority rule and E. 
The partial term (false, x, true) is sufficient o decide ~( I I )  but it is no longer sufficient o 
decide ~p(E). 
Then we try to simulate the textual matching using the precision priority rule and MEP. 
We get a case of ambiguity failure when applying the pattern matching process on the value 
(false,false,true). Since such a failure may not occur in the matching 5~-t(II) this is not a 
good choice for E. 
Whatever is E,  if it contains a pattern without variable, then at least one of the minimally 
extended patterns associated to ~t (H) is not sufficient o decide ~'p(E). In order to keep the 
same set of sufficient erms, E has to contain the pattern (true,true,x). If we try to modify 
another of the minimally extended patterns, we cannot change the "true" part which is 
needed from the initial patterns. We cannot replace the variable: this would give a pattern 
without variable. Replacing the "false" part would lead to an ambiguity with the first 
pattern. 
Therefore when building E, either we allow some failure due to ambiguity, or we prevent 
some of the minimally extended patterns associated to ~'t (II) to be sufficient o decide 3Cp(E). 
4.5 CONCLUSION 
When using pattern-matching mechanism with possible ambiguous cases, a choice of a prior- 
ity rule is needed to insure deterministic computation. This choice may be "problem-driven", 
that is, it can be done only by referring to the involved situation. Now, as proved in this 
paper, the compiler may translate any choice of a priority rule into the textual one, which 
seems easier to implement on sequential machines. Furthermore, as shown here, the com- 
piler may generate a "pattern-driven" code, that is, the way to perform the evaluation of 
the needed part of the argument depends of the forms of the patterns. This is mandatory in 
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the case of lazy languages. These possibilities represent a real improvement of the classical 
pattern-matching compilation methods. 
Note Alain Laville died at the beginning of 1989. The revision of this paper was performed 
by T. Hardin 1. She wants to thank Jan Willem Klop and Aaxg Middeldorp for the precious 
help they gave for this revision. 
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